
Mama Panya’s Pancakes

Write a narrative about a time 
you cooked or helped prepare 

something to eat. 

Narrative Writing



Expectations: 

Teacher and students make a thinking map together (whole 
group). Teacher models using a 4 square organizer to write 
complete sentences on topic with sentence starters (daily). 
By the end of the week, a complete paragraph will be 
written. This is a continuation of the practice started in Q2 
with increasing independence.  

Standards: 

1.W.TTP.3 With prompting and support, write narratives 
recounting an event, including some details to describe 
actions, thoughts, and feelings; use time order words to 
signal event order and provide some sense of closure.  

1.W.PDW.4 With guidance and support, produce clear and 
coherent writing in which the development, organization, and 
style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.  
  

Thinking Maps: 
Flow Map- Sequence steps, stages, and events. Order 

information. 

Implementation: 
Teacher modeling, whole group instruction, and shared 

writing 



Thinking Map-Flow Map

First: 

What I made:                                      

Then: 

Next: 

Finally: 



One time I made _____________ 

First,                     
                            
                           . 

 
Next,                      
                            
                            
                           .

Then,                 
                        
                        
                        .

Finally,                  
                          
                          
                         .

Simple sentences-stems



One time I made chocolate chip 
cookies for my mom’s birthday. 

First, we used a mixer 
to mix some eggs and 
sugar in a large bowl. 

Next, we put in lots   
of chocolate chips    
and scooped the       
dough onto the cookie 
sheet.                    

Then, we baked     
the cookies in the 
oven and had to     
watch them to      
make sure they     
didn’t burn.         

My mom was so      
surprised and happy 
that we made         
cookies for her.      

Simple sentences-stems



     One time I made chocolate chip     
cookies for my mom’s birthday. First, we 
used a mixer to mix some eggs and       
sugar in a large bowl. Next, we put in     
lots of chocolate chips and scooped      
the dough onto the cookie sheet. Then,  
we baked the cookies in the oven and    
had to watch them to make sure they     
didn’t burn. My mom was so surprised 
and happy that we made cookies for 
her.

`

Topic Sentence

Closing Sentence



     One time I made chocolate chip     
cookies for my mom’s birthday. First, we 
used a mixer to mix some eggs and       
sugar in a large bowl. Next, we put in     
lots of chocolate chips and scooped      
the dough onto the cookie sheet. Then,  
we baked the cookies in the oven and    
had to watch them to make sure they     
didn’t burn. My mom was so surprised 
and happy that we made cookies for 
her.

`

Topic Sentence

Closing Sentence


